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The Holonic Enterprise and
Theory Emergence:
On emergent features of self-organization
in distributed virtual agents
Mihaela Ulieru1 and Robert A. Este2
In this paper we explore the holonic enterprise as an example of the phenomenon of emergence. To
conduct this exploration, we describe some of the development work now being carried out in the
holonic enterprise field and examine anticipated near-future outcomes of this work. We then provide
a brief overview of significant achievements and innovations such as the Copernican revolution, the
development of the calculus, and the explication of conceptual analysis as a methodological
consequence of the demise of the logicism project, for example. We briefly discuss the paradigmshifting consequences of these achievements, suggesting that the holonic enterprise development
work discussed in this paper as a phenomenon of emergence may have distinct parallels with such
well-known innovation events. Developing a framework of 1st, 2nd and 3rd order conceptual
analysis based on the demands and circumstances of unfolding technical, political and conceptual
change, we then explore some implications of paradigm shifts in general, and speculate on the
nature of the holonic enterprise in light of that overview. We suggest that a new 4th order of
conceptual analysis may well be necessary to fully understand and embrace the concept of
emergence, and finally conclude that the technical and conceptual work being done to create the
holonic enterprise necessarily addresses theory emergence.
Keywords: conceptual analysis, emergence, evolution, fuzzy entropy, holistic, holonic enterprise,
Internet, multi-agent system, technology, theory, theory emergence

1.0 What is the Holonic Enterprise?
The main idea of the holonic enterprise model addressed in this paper stems from the
work of Arthur Koestler (1968). Koestler postulated a set of underlying principles to
explain the self-organizing tendencies of social and biological systems, and proposed
the term holon to describe the elements of such systems. The term is a combination of
the Greek holos, meaning whole, with the suffix –on, meaning part, as in proton or
neuron. This term reflects the tendencies of holons to act as autonomous entities, and
also to cooperate to form apparently self-organizing system and subsystem
hierarchies. The nested arrangement of cell / tissue / organ / system illustrates this
notion of a holonic hierarchy in biology; biological and other network and boundary-
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related parallels have been explored elsewhere (Pirolli & Card, 1995; Barabási, 2002;
Cadenasso, Pickett, Weathers, Bell, Benning, Carreiro et al., 2003).
The context of the holonic enterprise is the tremendous progress that has taken
place in information and communication technologies since the turn of the 20th
Century. This progress, frequently illuminated by comments about economic
implications, has recently been described and received various emphases by
Negroponte (1995), Gleick (1999), Davis and Meyer (1998), Axtell (2001), and
Kurzweil (1990, 2001, 2003), among many others. Practical articulation of this
progress can be seen today with developments such as Bluetooth (Bluetooth SIG,
2003), the Anthill Project (Montresor, Meling, & Babaoglu, 2002; Babaoglu, Meling,
& Montresor, 2001), Project JXTA (Sun Microsystems, 2003), and a variety of
military and commercial projects and applications (Oakridge National Laboratory/
Southwest Research Institute, 2000; Microsystems Technology Office, 2003), each of
which is based on concepts having to do with distributed networked multi-agent
systems (MAS) with a variety of purpose-built capacities (sensing, reporting, acting,
collaborating) coupled with varying capabilities for hybrid peer-to-peer (P2P) and
networked server-based communications. Implications of such ongoing developments
of such broad-scale, networked, independent yet collaborative agents for societal
functions such as trade, commerce, military applications, energy, transportation,
education and entertainment are arguably extremely significant (Broda, 2003).
Such progress in networked systems has transformed our world to an extent to
which it can be argued that very large numbers of entities (mostly modeled as software
agents) now exist virtually in a universe of networked information, with distinct
parallels to the universe we can normally apprehend through natural and extended
human senses (Burke, 1999).
Today, the Internet connects such entities by invisible links through their virtual
“clones” forming “societies” in which the virtual entities interact autonomously,
generating their own interaction patterns and producing complex adaptive behaviours
that are not a part of individual entities’ programs (Nicolis & Prigogine, 1989; Lewin,
1992; Casti, 1994; Kauffman, 1993, 1996). Implementing an organizational holarchy
(modeled after a real-life, complex adaptive system) into software using the multiagent system (MAS) framework opens the perspective of regarding the Internet as the
equivalent of multiple societies of agents comprising a virtual ecosystem that emulates
different contexts of the real world, cloned in software according to the abstractions
needed for the specific contextual purposes that in turn determine the nature of the
holarchy. In such holarchies, enterprises can thus be cloned as self-organized, selfdirected agents which can interact and form global virtual organizations.
The holonic enterprise framework allows information and resource management
in global virtual organizations by modeling enterprise entities as self-directing
software agents linked through the Internet, engaged in integrative adaptive agency
(Christensen & Hooker, in press a, in press b). In this universe of information that,
when articulated, will interface with (and in some ways parallel and mirror) our own,
enterprises enabled with proposed holonic emergence mechanisms will evolve
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towards increasingly improved structures, while at the same time self-organizing their
resources and processes to optimally accomplish their objectives.
Encapsulating the dynamic evolutionary search strategy into a mediator agent and
designing the virtual clustering mechanism by a fuzzy entropy minimization strategy
(as proposed) empowers the holonic enterprise with self-directing, self-adapting
properties which enable it to evolve in cyberspace like a social organism by mating its
components with discovered partners in a continuous incremental improvement search
process (Ulieru, 2002). In this manner, exchanges of information among agents allow
adaptive exploration of many state spaces to achieve optimal outcomes. The holonic
enterprise work we are carrying out at present has many substantial implications for
enhancing the capacities and efficiencies of economic systems and has the potential to
be generalized to a great many other systems of distributed computation.
2.0 Emergence and the Holonic Enterprise
To this point we have suggested that the holonic enterprise as proposed is capable of
emergence. However, for the purposes of this paper, a clear notion of what is meant by
this term is required. Emergence has been thought to describe the appearance of
patterns, structures or properties of systems at the macro-level, where such features
stem from or are generated by the dynamical properties of and interactions among
system elements and components at the mid- and micro-level of organizations. The
term is commonly used today in this way by complexity theorists (Holland, 1992;
Kauffman, 1995, 2000; Lissack, 1999; Waldrop, 1992), but has been a topic of thought
in a variety of forms since the time of the ancient Greeks. Goldstein (1999), for
example, points out that Aristotle successfully dealt with Zeno’s paradox by arguing
that the whole was greater than the sum of its parts—essentially that not resolving the
paradox was a consequence of not recognizing the emergence of the whole.
We might usefully turn to natural living systems for other illustrations of this
phenomenon. For example, we can examine the features, extent, nature and
overarching characteristics of an ant hill, wasp nest, termite colony, school of fish, or a
flock of birds, and in so doing recognize that our thinking of what constitutes the hill,
nest, colony, school, or flock connotes the dynamic emergent properties of the
countless interactions and transactions that take place over time among all the
individual members of the community of interest, all within their unique ecological
contexts. Employing our well-schooled tendencies for scientific reductionism, close
examination of such examples has permitted recognition, exploration, highly detailed
representation, and simulation of the relatively simple operational programs
determining the behaviour of individual agents in these aggregates.
What is interesting here is that when we remain in our reductionist mode and only
focus on and analyze the features, characteristics and behaviours of the individual
agents and limit our view or thinking about the whole, or how the whole comes to be,
we cannot predict much, if anything, about the whole at all. This is in keeping with
Tasaka’s (1999) observation that something is lost when an object is reduced to its
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component parts. Another way of making this point is: if we dissect and analyze an
individual ant down to the smallest detail (for example, we might be able to intimately
know the bioelectrochemical neuronal pathways and processes that comprise an
individual ant’s nervous system, and thereby know the individual “agent ant”
program)—and even if we also know that many millions of such individual ants make
up what we see as the ant hill—by virtue of relying only on the detailed individual
neuronal mapping which we have successfully carried out, we cannot then predict or
know the macro-scale behaviours, features, characteristics, and capacities of the ant
hill (Kennedy & Eberhart, 2001). In other words, standard analysis and synthesis
founded on what Schwarz (2002b) calls the “empirico-analytical paradigm,” although
helpful, will not permit a full understanding of emergence. The only way we can know
something about what may emerge is to run individual agent programs together in
relatively large numbers, so that their aggregate behaviours become holonic,
autocatalytic and generative—that is, so that they produce macro-scale behaviours,
features, and characteristics that are not in any way written into or known in advance
as a part of the micro-scale programs (Theraulaz & Deneubourg, 1992; Holland,
1995). This way of thinking about how the whole comes to be is echoed by Schwarz
(2002a) who proposes a metamodel that does not account for pre-existing objects (the
things that are known and reasonably well understood; that is, the equivalents of the
above-mentioned micro-scale programs) but rather accounts for entire systems that
consist of objects, relations, and wholes. These are the complex notions that underpin
the concept of emergence.
Emergence has therefore been considered an essential concept in fields of inquiry
where a variety of antecedent elements interact and combine in novel ways to generate
new consequences or phenomena, things that could not be predicted in advance by
virtue of what was known about the constituent parts. Emergence has thus been
commonly viewed in terms of the unfolding macro-scale dynamics of interactions
among relatively simple system components—the formative interplay between the
parts and the whole that generates new features, characteristics, or behaviours that
could not be known or determined beforehand, and for which we may not even now
have adequate models to permit comprehensive understanding of such phenomena
(Cilliers, 2002; Gervasi & Prencipe, 2003).
If we think of how the holonic enterprise is being considered in this paper—a selforganizing hierarchy of systems and subsystem elements or agents—we may usefully
attempt to determine if this enterprise, too, can be thought of as an emergent
phenomenon, or, as such a thing is sometimes called, “an emergent.” How would we
know if the holonic enterprise as it is proposed is an emergent? Goldstein (1999;
2000) suggests that all emergent phenomena demonstrate:
•

radical novelty—that is, the phenomenon has properties not previously
observed, and which could neither be predictable nor deducible from lower,
micro-level components
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coherence / correlation—that is, the phenomenon has properties that maintain
their identity over time, and correlate lower, micro-level components into a
higher, macro-level unity
global / macro organizational level—that is, the observed behaviour(s) of the
phenomenon occurs at the macro, not the micro level
dynamical—that is, the phenomenon is not predetermined, but arises in terms
of new attractors in dynamical systems comprised of dynamically interacting
components
ostensive—that is, the phenomenon shows itself and is recognized

Goldstein further suggests that when viewed through the lenses of complexity
theory, emergent phenomena also demonstrate:
•
•
•

•

non-linearity—that is, beyond the notion of non-linear positive and negative
feedback loops, they also include “small cause, large effect” non-linear events
self-organization—that is, beyond the notion of simple self-regulation, they
also refer to creative, self-generated behaviours that seek adaptation
beyond equilibrium (multi-, non-, or far from equilibrium)—that is, beyond
the notion of homeostasis or “equifinality,” to include amplification of random
events and dissipative structures in far from equilibrium conditions
attractors—that is, beyond simple system equilibrium, to include dynamical
attractors as features of complex state spaces where concepts such as fitness
landscapes successfully account for dynamical system behaviours

As a networked complex system, the holonic enterprise as proposed is chaotically
non-linear, self-organizing and adaptive, beyond equilibrium, and features dynamical
attractors on a variety of interconnected and evolving fitness landscapes. Individual
micro-scale agents may be defined by the extent and nature of their relatively small
programs, some of which may be “speciated” and specifically “tuned” for particular
micro-scale outcomes, but the generative capacities of their resulting system-wide
holonic macro-scale characteristics, features and behaviours are not written into those
micro-scale, individual agent programs. The holonic enterprise as proposed can
therefore be characterized as possessing the features of elements and relations,
positive and negative feedback (generating stability and control as well as
transformation), order and self-organization, recursivity and self-reference, and
finally, self-production or autopoiesis (Schwarz, 1997). As such, the holonic enterprise
can be understood to be an emergent phenomenon, capable of emergence; as such, it
has the distinctive characteristics of being able to generate radical novelty, coherence
and correlation, to operate in a self-directed manner on the macro-level, to be
dynamical, and to be ostensive.
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3.0 The Mathematics of Emergence
To be able to coherently make our point on this work we will now summarize the
results presented in (Ulieru, 2002) on the mathematics of emergence in the holonic
enterprise. The main idea is to minimize the entropy in the information spread across
the virtual enterprise (modeled as a multi-agent system)—such that each holon
maximizes its knowledge of the task it is assigned, in order to best accomplish it. This
naturally leads to the (self-)organization of the virtual enterprise in a holarchy (which
defines a holonic enterprise).
We consider the holarchy having its resources predefined and represented as
software agents at the logical level of the holonic enterprise; therefore, at this level,
the holarchy is regarded as a multi-agent system (MAS). Our purpose is to organize
the holonic enterprise such that it can accomplish the goal (say manufacturing of a
certain product) with minimal cost. This calls for all the resources to be loaded at
optimal capacity through a harmonized flow of information and material across the
holonic enterprise. Given that we aim to attain and preserve this perfect order in the
holarchy it seems natural to attempt this by minimizing the entropy measuring the
degree of order in the information spread across the holarchy’s resources.
To enable a mathematical formalism that can support this purpose we regard a
MAS as a dynamical system in which agents exchange and organize information
through reasoning into knowledge about the assigned goal. Optimal knowledge at the
holarchy’s highest level of resolution (inter-enterprise level) corresponds to an optimal
level of information organization and distribution among the agents within all levels of
the holarchy. We consider the entropy as a measure of the degree of order in the
information spread across the multi-agent system modeling the holarchy. One can
envision the agents in the MAS as being under the influence of an information field
which drives the agent interactions towards achieving equilibrium with other agents
with respect to this entropy.3 Does this really need to be set off with extra line
spacing?
This information is usually uncertain, requiring several ways of modeling to cope
with different aspects of the uncertainty. Fuzzy set theory offers an adequate
framework for dealing with this uncertainty. We will therefore use the generalized
fuzzy entropy to measure the degree of order in the information spread across the
holarchy. The generalized fuzzy entropy is the measure of the “potential” of this
information field and equilibrium for the agents under this influence corresponds to an
optimal organization of the information across the MAS with respect to achievement
of the assigned goal. When the circumstances change across the holarchy (due to
unexpected events, such as need to change a partner that went out of business,
machine break-down, raw materials unavailable, etc.) the equilibrium point changes as

3. The information “field” acts upon the agents much in the same manner as the gravitational and electromagnetic
fields act upon physical and electrical entities respectively.
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well inducing a new re-distribution of information among the agents with new
emerging agent interactions.
We start with the assumption that only the set of resources available for the
holarchy formation is given (that is, we know the enterprises that will collaborate to
accomplish the pre-set goal) and we aim to organize these enterprises such that their
resources are optimally used to accomplish the goal most efficiently (minimal cost and
time). In short, we have a virtual enterprise (VE) with several distributed partners
linked via the dynamic Web and we want to organize it such that it accomplishes a
certain goal optimally. Based on these assumptions, we have proven mathematically
that the optimal organizational structure of the distributed organization is a holarchy
(Ulieru, Stefanou, & Norrie, 2000; Ulieru, 2000), thus proving emergence in the
virtual environment. We model agent interactions through fuzzy relations considering
that two agents are in relation if they exchange information. As two agents exchanging
information are also in the same cluster, one can describe the clustering configurations
using these fuzzy relations. In construction of the fuzzy relation, one starts from the
observation that associating agents in clusters is very similar to grouping them into
compatibility or equivalence classes, given a crisp (binary) relation between them. A
measure that evaluates “the fuzziness” of a fuzzy set by taking into consideration both
the set and its fuzzy (non-binary) complement is the Shannon measure, derived from
the generalized Shannon’s function:

 S : [ 0,1] M → ℜ

+
def

 ( x1 ,...,xM ) a S( x) =
 M
 − [x log x + (1 − x ) log (1 − x )].
m
m
m
2 m
2
 ∑
m=1

(1)

If the argument of this function is a probability distribution, it is referred to as Shannon
entropy. If the argument is a membership function defining a fuzzy set, it is referred to as
(Shannon) fuzzy entropy. Denote the fuzzy entropy by Sµ. Then, according to equation (1), Sµ
is expressed for all k∈1,K by:
N

Sµ ( Rk ) = −

=

N

N

∑
∑ M k[ i , j ] log2 M k[i , j ] −
i 1 j 1
=

N

− ∑ ∑ [1 − M k[i , j ]]log2[1 − M k[i , j ]].

(2)

Although a unique maximum of Shannon fuzzy entropy (2) exists, we are
searching for one of its minima. When the associated fuzzy relation R k0 is a similarity
one, then an interesting property of the MAS is revealed: clusters are associated in
order to form new clusters, as in a “clusters within clusters” holonic-like paradigm
(see Section 5 in Ulieru, 2002). Moreover, a (unique) similarity relation Q k0 can be
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constructed starting from the proximity relation R k0 , by computing its transitive
closure. Thus, the potential holonic structure of MAS can be revealed, even when it
seems to evolve in a non-holonic manner. When R k0 is only a proximity relation,
tolerance (compatibility) classes can be constructed as collections of eventually
overlapping clusters (covers). This time, the fact that clusters could be overlapping
(i.e., one or more agents can belong to different clusters simultaneously) reveals the
capacity of some agents to play multiple roles by being involved in several tasks at the
same time.
We further develop in (Ulieru, 2002) an iterative, incremental search strategy for
the agents that best fit the optimal configuration (11), that expands the search domain
over time. For this we use the property of global optimizer inherent in genetic
algorithms. Our construction is based on the observation that the search process in a
set of agents is analogous to the genetic selection of the most relevant ones relative to
the goal of the multi-agent system. The genetic operators mutation probability and
crossover probability in the probabilistic model that generates the new structures
(genotypes) in the evolutionary processes can be defined for a population of
distributed agents in a dynamic, open search domain in cyberspace. In this way, the
most relevant agents with respect to the goal will be naturally selected as “best”
through the evolutionary process. The search problem can be described as follows:
(a): Inside a finite agent domain space search for the most relevant P agents
according to a predefined goal. The group of found agents represents the initial
population consisting of P members. They are the phenotype. Any evaluated agent has
a numerical index encoding its relevancy with respect to the search context (that is the
goal).
(b): As the search space expands, the members of P are changing continuously,
those members with low indexes being eliminated and by this making room for new
members found to have higher relevancy indexes.
(c): For each agent its set of indexes constitutes the genotype. They are numeric
(e.g., degrees by which the agent characteristics and/or behaviors match the overall
goal) and represented as binary strings. Theoretically the index term frequency is
defined (e.g., on the interval 0% to 100%; that means in binary from 000000 to
1100100, therefore seven bits maximum). Concatenating the binary domains for all
seven indexes we need 49 bits; therefore, in this case, the chromosome will have 49
bits length.
(d) The initial population evolves by reproduction based on the two major genetic
operators: mutation and crossover which are the probabilistic parameters pm and pc.
Each chromosome of the population (i.e. relevancy index) will be randomly affected.
The isomorphic consideration of genetic operators in the context of information
search process interprets mutation and crossover operators as modeling the probability
of finding software agents inside the partial domain considered at each iteration.
(e) The population's evolution generated from the previous search is controlled by
the selection mechanism. This is possible by defining a certain evaluation function as
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a selection criterion. The essence of this evolutionary search process stems from the
recursive modification of the chromosomes of the concatenated indexes in each
generation while monitoring the evaluation function. In each iteration, all members of
the current generation are compared with each other. The best results are placed at the
top and the worst are replaced with the new members. The subsequent iteration
resumes this process on the partially renewed population. The link between the
evaluation function and the relevancy is made by the search query criterion which is
defined via the fuzzy entropy minimization.
4.0 Outcomes of Emergence
Now that we have examined the mathematical presentation of the holonic enterprise
and also determined that the enterprise as proposed is capable of emergence, we shall
at this point generally explore the outcomes of emergence. This will allow us to then
move on to consideration of paradigm shifts in order to better understand implications
of the holonic enterprise in terms of emergence.
Creating the conditions and initial state spaces within which the holonic enterprise
can be developed, implemented and diffused arguably has three primary types of
anticipated outcomes—the technical, political, and the conceptual. The organizational
policy process framework can be used to view these three interrelated types of
outcomes (Downey & Este, 1984; Lindblom & Woodhouse, 1993; Sabatier, 1999).
The first and most obvious type of outcome of the holonic enterprise is technical:
this is the emergence of an evolutionary, multi-agent, self-organizing cyberspace
supported by and expressed through all extant and future computing and networking
technologies as has been described in the previous section. The technical
consequences of holonic enterprise deployment will build on this foundation and
change the nature, utility and effectiveness of the Internet (and all systems that will
interact with it) in profound ways, many of which may not be predictable. However, as
with other major technical and scientific innovations that have occurred in the past, the
political and conceptual outcomes of the proposed holonic enterprise are also
extremely significant. They are integral components of the outcome set. Simply put,
technical/scientific innovations do not occur in isolation: they are developed,
implemented, and diffused in human organizational and societal contexts, and, as
Falconer (2002) suggests, occur in an entirely non-linear manner.
Although we may not be able to predict all outcomes, it is the case that we can
posit many plausible technical effects of holonic enterprise development. For
example, when based on a holarchic web-based system, such things as manufacturing,
supply-chain, and distribution network technologies will almost certainly be improved
and rendered more efficient. But, can we also know about political and conceptual
consequences sufficiently well, clearly, and well enough in advance to be able to
meaningfully address questions of what their plausible implications might be, beyond
the anticipated economic benefits, to create and implement an emergent, evolutionary,
multi-agent, self-organizing cyberspace? Will the political and conceptual outcomes
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also be characterized as enhanced? Do we have the requisite knowledge and skills to
know if the unfolding dynamic interactions among the technical, political and
conceptual outcome elements will be familiar and which ones will not, which are clear
opportunities and which are threats, and especially, what we should expect to do about
these things? We can re-state these questions in another way: is the developmental
work now being carried out in the holonic enterprise arena the beginning of a deeply
profound, multifaceted, and wide-ranging paradigm shift? If so, what can we
reasonably anticipate about the extent and nature of this shift, what types of thinking
are required to be able to handle such a shift well, and what might the theoretical
significance of this shift be?
To speculate meaningfully about these questions, we can usefully examine and
briefly reflect upon the consequences of past paradigm shifts, as well as the
relationship between the holonic enterprise project and other parallel developments
that may have an amplifying role to play in the extent and nature of what will, in fact,
emerge.
The next sections of this paper provide a brief overview of innovations that shifted
paradigms, examines some present paradigm-shifting innovations, compares the
potential impact of the holonic enterprise on current paradigms, and addresses some
implications of the future of the holonic enterprise.
5.0 Paradigm Shifts: the past to the present
We have many useful historical examples of the unfolding of deep paradigm shifts
(Kuhn, 1996; Conant & Haugeland, 2000). For the purposes of this paper, to begin
with we shall delimit our considerations and not address Platonic worldviews beyond
recognizing the initial rationalization of philosophy that took place at the time of the
early Greeks (Lenzer, 1975). Rather, we shall commence here by noting the renewal
of and powerful, extended focus on the scientific method that took place during the
European renaissance and enlightenment. The works of Galileo and Copernicus were
seminal in this regard, and in essence began the processes of deep paradigmatic
change that forever moved the position of humankind from the assumed centre of the
universe to that of an increasingly enlightened, questioning, capable (and perhaps
occasionally humbled) participant (Kuhn, 1957).
By the late 18th Century, the work of Immanuel Kant created a rigorous
philosophical foundation, a worldview based on and generated from a combination of
the rationalism of Descartes, the empiricism of Bacon, and the mathematics and
physics of Liebniz and Isaac Newton. We recognize here that, with increasingly
rigorous methodologies of scientific reductionism and robust calculi in hand, Kant’s
work at the time still necessarily admitted intuitionism: he recognized, in a manner
similar to how Plato had done before him, that some things could not be clearly
perceived, analyzed, systematized or understood. It is interesting to consider at this
point that Kant may have, in a sense, bumped into a conceptual ceiling regarding what
we now see as emergence in complex adaptive systems. That is, even though he
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recognized that burgeoning scientism and analytic investigation could provide
increasingly robust and reasonably reliable answers to many important questions, and
allow secure and increasingly detailed explication within fields of inquiry that had not
been previously illuminated, reductionism (even while creating the foundation for
logical positivism) could not explain everything—all could not be known. Some
things that could be perceived and thought of were not amenable to the new tools of
scientific analysis and reductionism.
In recognizing this, Kant provided a foundation that motivated the later works of
Boole, Peano, Frege, and then Russell to expand and enhance the extent and nature of
rigorous mathematical logic as the foundation of all human knowing (Dummett, 1991;
Russell, 1911) with the goal in mind to create a full logical calculus that could,
eventually, explain and completely account for who we are and what we do—starting
with language and arithmetic, for example. Here, the inadequacies of Aristotle’s
syllogistic reasoning that had been hidden for two millennia, revealed through
ongoing exploration and discoveries in science, were increasingly overcome and more
deeply illuminated through advances in mathematics and logic (Van Heijenoort, 1967;
Este, 2003).
Logicians like Russell worked to pursue proof of logical consistency, but even
with his (and Whitehead’s) pivotal work in Principia Mathematica, such proof could
not be established. Gödel then demonstrated that such consistency proofs are
impossible, namely: (i) that any adequate axiomatizable (meaning the axioms can be
computably generated) theory is logically incomplete; and (ii), in any consistent
axiomatizable theory which can encode sequences of numbers (with syntactic notions
of formula, sentence, proof), the consistency of the system is not provable within that
system (Casti & DePauli, 2000). These revelations were devastating to what had
become known as the logicism project—but importantly, they did not reduce the
significance or importance of the philosophical analysis that Russell, in particular, had
spearheaded.
We shall pause here for a moment to catch our breath, and briefly step outside our
story. Against this abbreviated backdrop of the emergence of mathematical logic as
the foundation for unifying scientific discovery and explanation, we should not forget
the surrounding context of technical innovation. Less than three hundred years earlier,
the printing press had been invented. The consequent diffusion of literacy and the
increasingly broad distribution of print (and thus of logical argumentation) were both
central to the spread and sharing of knowledge and development of epistemological
frameworks which were becoming increasingly rigorous, systematic and
scientifically-based. The point being made here is that the widespread paradigmatic
effects of such things as growing scientism, or the logicism project and its inevitable
failure, for example, would not have been possible without the consistent application
and spread of mass communication technologies. This reminder regarding the
diffusion of pivotal communications technologies supporting the global spread of
knowledge and paradigmatic shifts will serve us well at a later point in this paper.
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Let us return to our overview of the unfolding of events. We should here recall that
progress in logic and the philosophy of mathematics did not occur in a conceptual
vacuum. Near the turn of the 20th Century in particular, we also see a host of other
powerful innovations and discoveries occurring in parallel. To name but three:
Einstein clearly demonstrating that Newton’s vision of reality—that is, the one we
also see ourselves as regularly inhabiting and commonly sharing, with time, gravity,
laws of motion and new and useful tools such as the calculus (Berlinski, 2000)—is
merely a special case of a relativistic universe; Freud offering explanatory conceptual
frameworks to plausibly account at least in part for the dynamic aspects of what we
think of as the psyche, and much of human behaviour besides; Darwin, after his long
journeys, suggesting that his evolutionary theory could account for the unfolding
diversity of life on the planet. No insignificant or isolated illuminations these.
This brief retrospective is one that highlights major conceptual shakeups—a series
of profound paradigmatic shifts, alterations in the way people at the time viewed
themselves, everything that surrounded them, and especially, their place in the world.
It is interesting to note that these shifts began to emerge dramatically in the
enlightenment with what we might term a “jump start” convergence of insights,
discoveries and innovations, then with increasing in frequency and significance as
time progressed, and spreading out in diverse patterns of generative diffusion
(Kauffman & Este, 2004).
In thinking about the patterns of such shifts, we can now rush forward into the
20th Century, leave the broad compass of diffusion of innovations behind, and narrow
our focus to the realm of computation. We can recognize that based particularly on the
work of Gödel and those who followed, and supported by the fine earlier
accomplishments of individuals like Babbage (Lee, 1994), the notions of enhanced
mechanical and then electrical computing became not only feasible but were
recognized as eminently practical. Even though the logicism project of Frege and
Russell became more of an historical artifact than a burgeoning program for the
generalized application of logical principles, it became increasingly possible to
translate the explorations and determinations of rigorous mathematical logic into what
we now call software and hardware (Hillis, 1998). This translation, originating in the
realms of wetware and pen and paper, moving through mechanical expressions and
then into bits and electrons, has indeed taken place, first starting with very simple
devices and expanding and diversifying to the present day to include a huge and
increasingly large variety of machines and mechanisms that we have devised to
accomplish computational work of every description.
Today, diffusion of and increasing inter-relatedness of computational innovations
and applications continues to infuse all aspects of how we define and work within our
realities. Now, as we pass through the first decade of the 21st Century, we see that we
have recently introduced further very significant elements that are analogous in terms
of effect to those we have briefly reviewed earlier in this paper—they have the
potential to create major paradigmatic shifts; indeed, many developments such as the
transistor and then the microchip already have; in combination with waves of parallel
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innovations, macro-level developments such as the Internet have pushed and
ballooned multiple paradigmatic shifts through many dimensions. As a result, we are
today surrounded by and immersed in blended advances in sciences and technologies
that allow us to successfully explore, address, work within and expand all things
computational. We have the rapidly expanding and diversifying realms of
nanotechnology, biotechnology, AI, robotics, and networking, for example. All of
these are leading to the inevitability of universally distributed, applied, networked,
ubiquitous, autonomous, embedded computing.
To this point in this paper we have reviewed a very brief historical explication of
the sharpening and ongoing unfolding of mathematical logic leading to our present
conceptions of and advances in computation—essentially, the set of lenses that
permits us to see, understand, engage with, manipulate and create a multiplicity of
interconnected systems. In the limited scope of this paper, much of this story is
necessarily omitted; however, major antecedent landmarks and achievements have
been noted, and signposts to the future have been indicated.
If we reflect on the story of this unfolding, we can think about the effects of these
achievements on man’s understanding of his place in the universe. Let us very quickly
review these achievements in terms of three plausible orders of conceptual analysis
(Nersessian, 1984, 1998; Andersen & Nersessian, 2000). The purpose of doing so will
be to illuminate as much as possible of the implications of the development and
emergence of the holonic enterprise.
6.0 Orders of Conceptual Analysis
We could argue that 1st order conceptual analysis took place with the establishment of
the earliest foundations of basic mathematical concepts, basic logic, and basic science.
In other words, 1st order conceptual analysis took place with the initial move into the
realm of basic concepts. We can thank our Greek predecessors for their pioneering
work here for recognizing that fundamental knowledge of our world in terms of logic
and concepts was humanly possible, and that the journey of exploring and
understanding had only just begun. We know there are countless intervening historical
variables that determined the course of many events between this time and the
beginnings of the enlightenment, but we immediately recognize that with the
Copernican revolution, humankind moved from the unique position of being the
chosen ones at the center of universe to simply being a very small part in a universe
that was much larger and more mysterious than previously imagined: this was no
small move in the realm of human knowledge and self-definition. Conceptual
pressures were therefore increasingly placed on 1st order analysis. Then, fundamental
laws of motion were discovered, systematically articulated and rigorously explicated
so that it was possible to consider what was thought to be a true clockwork universe;
accurate prediction and calculation about such things as the movement of all bodies
became possible; humankind’s new position in this revised vision of the universe was
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again no small expansion of human knowledge and redefinition of self. Rigorous
scientific analysis became possible.
Other historical variables continued to steer the overall course of events, not the
least of which were powered by such things as the politics and technologies of war
(Dyer, 2001), but in the process, as technologies advanced and increasingly deep and
broad knowledge of our world was accumulated, axiomatic reduction of logic became
seen as distinctly possible and perhaps even inevitable; this was generalized both in
intent and through systematization in an attempt to account for language and even
more within the burgeoning field of mathematics. From this, the grand notion took
shape that an overarching logical calculus might be achieved, and with it, the promise
of perhaps explaining the logic of all systems; thence, logical positivism and the
Vienna Circle. But this was a short-lived romance with certainty, and in short order,
space and time were proven relative, and the goals of the logicism project were
demonstrated impossible. All the while, astounding advances in science and
technology continued, and orders of magnitude of perception and capacities for
calculation were greatly expanded; in this process, we began to reveal fundamental
and increasingly detailed keys to understanding chemistry, physics, and biology. We
began to see and were increasingly challenged to understand and make sense of
extents and natures of our universe that had not only previously been unknown, but
even unimaginable.
Again we pause to catch our breath. At this point, we can recognize that what we
can call “2nd order conceptual analysis” had emerged through new analytic practices
(Nersessian, 1984, 1989, 1998, 2002); Thagard & Shelley, 1997). Such analysis was
necessary to systematically and rigorously deal with the new explicated systems of
logic emerging in the fields of mathematics and science which could be explored,
contemplated and calculated. We must recall that along with this massive 2nd order
conceptual shift based on sound empirical evidence, evolution was theorized as being
eminently plausible; and, supported through advances in mass communication
technologies, these concepts began to diffuse through and be incorporated into
humanity’s worldview. New conceptual models emerged in all fields (e.g., chemistry;
see, Del Re [1998, 2000]) to account for experimental evidence, and new theories
were developed to provide foundations for increasing experimentation which, in turn,
provided evidence that looped back to build, confirm or modify flexible theories
which in turn continued to feed back to create or modify networks of conceptual
models. Short leaps forward with great import demonstrated the indeterminacy
inherent in many systems, the outcomes of which lead not only to such things as
quantum theory (Gribben, 1984; Moore, 1989), but also generated theories of chaos
where small and apparently insignificant things can have unpredictable large, systemwide consequences (Hall, 1991); thereafter, self-organization was shown to be the
determining feature of all complex adaptive systems, thus complementing and greatly
enhancing plausible answers to what Darwin had first posited (Kauffman, 1996,
2000).
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From this we have the present unfolding of what we can think of as 3rd order
conceptual analysis, where indeterminate emergence is the logical consequence of all
self-organizing systems; today, developmental work proceeds to mathematize the
design conditions and variables within the state spaces where such emergence will be
engineered to take place. This is, of course, the foundation of the holonic enterprise.
The nested consequences of 1st, 2nd and 3rd order paradigmatic shifts in the
scientific, technical, and societal realms have forever changed humankind’s world
views and required (and continue to require) increasingly sophisticated conceptual
analytic skills to pose and deal with difficult problems. Regardless of what unfolds or
which scenarios continue to be spun (Schwartz, 1991; Schwartz & Leyden, 1997), it
would seem that this trend shows no sign of diminishing. The development of the
proposed holonic enterprise appears to be a significant specific example of that trend.
7.0 Implications and Future Directions
We are now at the stage of the holonic enterprise—soon to be developed, implemented
and diffused. We would not be doing this if the benefits were not clear, but it also
seems we are at the point of creating networked computational tools having
unprecedented levels of complexity, connectivity, power, and autonomy. Given what
we have so far learned about the mathematics of emergence in complex systems, and
given the robust virtual space within which we can place purpose-built autocatalytic
communities of holonic agents, we will indeed create an emerging, multi-agent, selforganizing, self-directed, cyberspace. Latest applications in this field have shown high
suitability for the holonic enterprise evolutionary strategy in the design of Internetenabled soft computing holarchies for telemedicine, for example (Lacher & Nguyen,
1995). Many other system enterprise applications appear to be eminently possible; it
would seem this is logically inevitable (Riegler, 2002).
While contemplating such diverse holonic enterprise applications, we must not
forget the parallel development of so many other computer-mediated communications
technologies in almost every field of human endeavour. The full emergence of the
holonic enterprise across firms, organizations, governments, and cultures—and
eventually networked and expressed through all technologies across the planet—will
create a very deep and significant multifaceted paradigm shift, perhaps more
significant than any we have previously seen. There will be many interrelated
consequences—scientific, technical, political, and conceptual.
In this paper, based on an overview of the proposed holonic web-based system
and a brief overview of major technical, scientific, political and conceptual changes
and consequent paradigmatic shifts, we have created a foundation from which to
address such plausible consequences by suggesting an introductory framework that
describes the development of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order conceptual analysis. This
introductory framework has allowed us to view the unfolding of conceptual skills
necessary to discover, explore, understand, and anticipate the workings of highly
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complex systems that, as we continue to reveal and understand them more fully over
time, provide evidence for what we today consider to be emergence.
Against the backdrop of the ongoing development of the holonic enterprise, three
deeply interrelated implications having to do with the future of conceptual analysis
and its relation to our ongoing work can be drawn from our examination of this
introductory framework.
The first is methodological purely from the perspective of what is necessary in
terms of rigorous conceptual work (Brown, 1998). This has to do with the need to
continue ongoing exploration, development and refinement of plausible conceptual
models to account for and further explore stubborn problems that surround the
concept of emergence, for example (Emmeche, Køppe, & Stjernfelt, 1997), as well as
to examine prospects for and plausible outcomes of what we now think of as selforganization and the emergence of novelty in virtual complex systems (Kauffman &
Sabelli, 1998; Castellano, Fanelli, & Mencar, 2002; Conte, 2001; Quartz &
Sejnowski, 1997). Following the thinking of Neuss and Kent (1994) as recently
underscored by Turkle (cited by Coutu, 2003), we suggest that such essential,
challenging, conceptual work can be thought of as a move to a 4th order of conceptual
analysis (O’Hara, 1995); this appears to be the direction in which we are headed.
The second implication has more to do with computational and system advances
now being developed to mathematize and launch the proposed holonic enterprise
described herein, as well as those that will likely emerge in the future from this type of
work. Clearly, the development of the proposed holonic enterprise provides an
excellent opportunity to explore and study in detail the logical, mathematical, and
technical aspects of complex, evolving, virtual, multi-agent systems, both in terms of
simulation and real-world articulation. Such exploration and study, in turn, will permit
ongoing reformulation of the conceptual models employed to further explicate
emergence and explore novelty in such virtual complex systems. Indeed, Andersen
(2000, 2001) echoes and explores these very points in his examination of the necessity
for what he terms “elastic systems,” computer-mediated control interfaces that
augment and support human decision-making in very demanding, complex, dynamic
task environments such as maritime navigation.
The third implication stands firmly on the first two, which in their primary forms
emphasize the conceptual and the technical, respectively. If we are dealing with the
enhancement of our conceptual models to explore emergence and novelty in virtual
complex systems on the one hand, and at the same time dealing with advances in the
technical and mathematical aspects of the proposed holonic enterprise and other
computational spaces on the other, we are by default dealing with a larger theoretical
system related to self-organizing complex systems in general that encompasses both
theoretical models and varieties of their practical articulation. In exploring this terrain,
we are dealing with theory emergence. That is, consideration of the conceptual work
in the mathematical and technical realms encompassing the proposed holonic
enterprise, when coupled with the parallel conceptual work having to do with the
exploration of emergence, novelty, and enhanced problem-solving through virtual
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systems, suggests we are exploring significant elements of theory emergence. This
conclusion has direct isomorphism with the thinking that underpins Schwarz’s
(2002a) holistic metamodel advanced to account for the shifting from the useful but
inadequate dualist rationalist and reductionist paradigm (reflected in what has been
described here as the unfolding of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order conceptual analysis) to a
holistic paradigm, echoed in part by the work of Bostrum (2003), capable of
accounting for spontaneous self-organization, complexity and autonomy (suggested in
this paper as a necessary and inevitable 4th order of conceptual analysis).
The proposed holonic enterprise as explored in this paper may therefore have
important implications for our understandings of many elements of complexity
science (Cooksey, 2001), how we develop and employ models and analogies in our
conceptual and technical work (Nersessian, 2002; Andersen, 2000), and how we
explore, develop and apply essential conceptual skills focused not only in scientific
and technical realms, but in the essential overarching realm of theory emergence
(Schwarz, 2002b).
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